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Area: 64 m2 Type: Residential Land
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$835,000

Phone Enquiry ID: 225736160 Acres of gentle sloping property in the heart of apple and grape country in the Granite belt

of south east Queensland The property consists of mostly grassed paddocks with areas of selected trees throughout the

property with an abundance of wildlife 3 dams for stock or you could raise your own fish Throughout the front of the

property there are several fenced paddocks ideal for sheep, goats, cattle, alpacas, horses and the list goes on This

property has 2 road frontages. What makes this property truly unique is the structuresFeaturing 2 of the cutest cottages

that have been hand crafted creating a truly unique cozy haven Boasting features you will not find anywhere elseHand

Crafted lights, doors, unique tiles, lead light windows plus many more features This gem is like a fairy tail come true 12 v

power system, plus inverter gas cooking and hot water Picture yourself sitting on the deck in the morning, coffee in hand

watching the wallabies and deer stroll by and only hearing a large variety of bird life in the trees You truly get the feeling

of time standing still and worries of the world disappearing on this property Apart from living on this little piece of

somewhere special the opportunities are endless for income, through leasing some of the property ,B& B the cabins there

is an estimated income of $80,000 to $100,000 per year. The choice is yours Rates only approximately $1,500 per year 30

minutes to Stanthorpe the winery capital of QLD and 2hrs 30 minutes to Brisbane and Gold CoastAcreage this size is

extremely rare in this region


